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*Sustainment - Student must pass all five techniques in order to continue.
 
 
 
A student must wait a minimum of one day to retest if sustainment test is failed.
SUSTAINMENT FROM PREVIOUS RANK (Tan Belt)
1.  Technique #01
2.  Technique #02
3.  Technique #03
4.  Technique #04
5.  Technique #05
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     2.  Explain Warrior Ethos
b.  Upper Body Strikes
     2.  Execute an inside/reverse knifehand strike
     3.  Execute a vertical knifehand strike
     1.  Execute an outside/forward knifehand strike
     1.  Disrupt and thrust while closing w/a static opponent
a.  Bayonet Techinque (Intro to Bayonet Trainer)
     7.  Explain Leadership traits
     6.  Execute a vertical elbow strike high to low
     5.  Execute horizontal rear elbow strike
     4.  Execute a chin jab/palm heel strike
c.  Lower Body Strikes
     4.  Explain Leadership Principles
     3.  Execute an axe stomp
     2.  Execute a horizontal knee strike
     1.  Execute a side kick
d.  Chokes
     3.  Explain Hazing
     2.  Execute a front choke
     1.  Locate the carotid artery
e.  Throws
     2.  Explain Core Value:  Commitment
     1.  Execute a hip throw
f.  Counters to Strikes
     2.  Execute a counter to a lead leg kick
     3.  Explain Code of Conduct
     1.  Execute a counter to a lead hand punch
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     2.  Execute a counter to the front headlock
     4.  Explain the Six Troop Leading Steps
h.  Unarmed Restraints & Joint Manipulations
     1.  Execute basic wristlock come-along, non-compliant
     5.  Explain Core Value:  Honor
     4.  Execute a single flexi cuffing technique
     3.  Execute the escort position to takedown, non-compliant
     2.  Execute a double flexi cuffing technique
     3.  Execute a counter to the front bearhug
     1.  Execute a counter to the front choke
g.  Counters to Chokes & Holds
i.  Armed Manipulations
     1.  Execute off-balancing while stationary opponent is pushing
     5.  Counter to underhand grab strike w/weapon
     6.  Explain Core Value:  Courage
     4.  Counter to overhand grab strike w/weapon
     3.  Execute off-balancing while opponent is pulling and moving
     2.  Execute off-balancing while stationary opponent is pulling
     1.  Execute a forward thrust
     5.  Execute movement against an opponent (bull-dogging)
     6.  Explain Customs, Courtesies, and Traditions
     4.  Execute a reverse slash
     3.  Execute a reverse thrust
     2.  Execute a forward slash
k.  Weapons of Opportunity
     3.  Execute a forward strike
     4.  Execute a reverse strike
     5.  Explain Marine Corps History.
     2.  Execute a vertical strike
     1.  Straight thrust
l.  Ground Fighting
     3.  Explain Professionalism and Ethics
     2.  Execute the counter to the guard
     1.  Execute the counter to the mount
j.  Knife Techniques
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